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Golden globes 2015 viewership

Ricky Gervais brought ratings rise to Sunday's Golden Globes. Early numbers are expected to show up the hair of 2015 - and has improved significantly since its last time as an HFPA emcee. Overnight returns give NBC a three-hour Golden Globes telecast with a 13.0 rating among households and 20 shares. That's 3 percent more than
in the same year, which means viewership is also likely to have increased. The 2015 Golden Globes initially set a target of 12.6 overnight rankings among measured households in the market. This ultimately translated to 19.3 million viewers on the show, which also nabbed a 5.8 rating among adults 18-49.For Gervais, it also likely means
golden globes high. The snark-prone host last took to the stage in 2012 and the show brought in 16.8 million viewers before Tina Fey and Amy Poehler started three years on or around the 20-million-year marker. Fox will eventually walk away with its biggest primetime show on Sunday. His coverage of the Green Bay-Washington NFC
Wildcard game averaged 25 scores a night and 41 shares earlier in the evening - peaking between 7 and 8 p.m. as NBC was airing the Golden Globes red carpet. More in the coming... The United States flew strategic bombers over the Persian Gulf for the second time on Wednesday to deter Iran from attacking U.S. or allied targets in the
Middle East. One senior U.S. military official said the flight by two Air Force B-52 bombers was in response to signals that Iran may be planning attacks on U.S. allied targets in neighboring Iraq or anywhere else in the region in the coming days, even as President-elect Joe Biden prepares to take office. B-52 bomber mission, made a
round trip from the air force base in North Dakota, reflects growing concern in Washington, in the final weeks of President Donald Trump's administration, that Iran will order further military retaliation for the killing of the U.S. last January 3 with top Iranian military commander Gen. Qassem Soleimani.Incoming the president slipped as he
issued criticism of the Trump administration's vaccine roll-outs Cubans protested at the U.S. border in the northern Mexican city of Ciudad Juarez on Tuesday night , demanding that they be allowed to cross and apply for asylum in the United States. U.S. authorities, including police in anti-riot gear, closed a bridge that leads to El Paso,
Texas, with a concrete barrier topped with barbed wire. Jonathan Castro, 25, said he spent a year and eight months in Mexico after trying to apply for asylum in the United States, and is willing to protest on the bridge all night. Infantry weapons create an incredible amount of noise, but adding silencers helps suppress their audible
signature. President Trump is back with another far-reaching conspiracy theory about the outcome of the Georgia election. As the certified election results and repeated reruns have shown, President-elect Joe Biden won the 2020 election in a typically red state. But it's stopped Trump from initiating lawsuits lies designed to invalidate the
election results there, including early Wednesday morning when he tweeted a provably false claim about the Republican secretary of state. Brad Raffensperger, who leads the state election, faced threats and wild conspiracy theories after refusing to listen to Trump and his allies trying to overturn the election results. The far-right newsmax
network tried to draw up another Tuesday night, this time claiming that Raffensperger's brother worked for Chinese technology company Huawei. Trump repeated that claim in a tweet Wednesday, suggesting that the alleged relationship violated the secretary of state's election integrity. Someone named Ron Raffensperger has a high level
at Huawei. But like the thousands of people who have names in this country, he and the secretary of state are not brothers. In fact, Brad Raffensperger doesn't even have a brother, NBC News reports. Trump's continued conspiracy-mongering comes just days before georgians return to the polls in a runoff election that will determine the
balance of power in the Senate. The president and his supporters have tried to undermine confidence in Georgia's electoral system, and some even encourage Republicans not to vote in what they say are uncertain elections. More stories from the theweek.com Report: Forensic accounting specialists hired to assist the NY attorney in the
Trump probe of a $2,000 inspection are good police report showing the nashville bomber's girlfriend warned that he was building a bombardment in his RVPresident Vladimir Putin signed a series of laws on Wednesday handing Russia new powers to restrict U.S. social media giants, label foreign agents, and crack down on disclosing the
personal information of its security officials. The laws, which also introduce new restrictions on protests, limit the year of constitutional reforms that allow Putin, a 68-year-old, to stand for another six years in the Kremlin instead of stepping down in 2024, as legally required. Other reforms, such as one granting former presidents lifetime
immunity from prosecution, have kept analysts guessing about their plans as Moscow's ties with the West have come under new strain over poisoning Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny.Fire, police and EMS units arrived to find a floating vehicle in the water, said Virginia Beach Fire Department Battalion Chief Richard Trent. Witnesses saw the
man get out of the truck and drift west in the water, Coast Guard officials said. Coast Guard rescuers have joined fire, emergency services and police to search for the driver. Dream. David Perdue (R-Ga.) on Tuesday became the fourth and final candidate in georgia's upcoming Senate runoffs to support increasing individual COVID-19
stimulus controls from $600 to $2,000, a measure backed by President Trump.&gt; President @realdonaldtrump is right - I support this emphasis on $2,000 in relief for the American people. amp;gt; &gt; - David David (@Perduesenate) On December 29, 2020, a fellow Republican, Sen. Kelly Loeffler (R-Ga.), wrote on Twitter about his
support for increased direct payments shortly before Perdue, while their corresponding Democratic challengers, Jon Ossoff and Raphael Warnock, were already on board. Ossoff called on Perdue to back the increase earlier Tuesday.&gt; Democratic Georgia Senate candidate Jon Ossoff says his opponent Sen. David Perdue needs to
get out of the program and support $2,000 in stimulus checks for Americans.&gt; &gt; $600 is a joke, says Ossoff. pic.twitter.com/4m8A4RlCpB&gt; &gt; — New Day (@NewDay) December 29, 2020, while candidates' positions on the issue are likely to affect heavily contested runoffs, Loeffler and Perdue sit senators who will vote on the
measure if it is brought to the floor. They join Sens. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) and Josh Hawley (R-Mo.) in supporting greater scrutiny, meaning that likely eight GOP senators will have to join them to get the two-thirds majority required for passage. More stories from the theweek.com Report: Forensic accounting specialists hired to help the NY
attorney in the Trump probe of $2,000 checks are good police report showing the nashville bomber girl warned that there was a building bomb in his RVLuke Letlow is the first lawmaker who died of the coronation virus From venice's airy attic to Topang's romantic escape, these holiday homes offer something for every traveler&amp;nbsp;
Originally appeared on Architectural DigestMatthew W., 45, a nurse at two different local hospitals, said in a Facebook post on December 18 that he received the Pfizer vaccine, telling an ABC News affiliate that his arm was in pain for a day but that he had not suffered any other side effects. He went to a drive-up hospital testing site and
tested positive for COVID-19 the day after Christmas, the report said. Christian Ramers, an infectious disease specialist with Family Health Centers in San Diego, told abc news affiliate that this scenario was not unexpected. The U.S. warned on Wednesday that it would not allow a Pakistani man who was convicted and later acquitted in
the 2002 murder of American journalist Daniel Pearl to avoid justice after a provincial court in Pakistan ordered his release. The warning from acting U.S. Attorney General Jeffrey Rosen comes days after the Sindh High Court in southern Pakistan overturned a government arrest warrant that Ahmed Omar Saeed Sheikh, a key suspect in
Pearl's murder, should remain in custody. The sheikh was convicted of helping to lure Pearl in January 2002 to a meeting in the city of Karachi, during which he was kidnapped. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin tweeted Tuesday night that a second round of stimulus payments could begin arriving as early as tonight for Americans who
founded The government will begin mailing out paper checks on Wednesday. In a statement, Mnuchin said the Treasury Department and the IRS work at an unprecedented speed to issue a second round of economic impact payments to eligible Americans and their families. These payments are an integral part of our commitment to
providing additional economic relief to the American people at this unprecedented time. Last week, Congress voted on $600 direct payments to Americans, down from the $1,200 stimulus controls sent in the spring. On Monday, the House voted to increase payments of $600 to $2,000, but Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
on Tuesday blocked a vote from taking place in the Senate.Later, McConnell introduced a bill that would increase controls to $2,000, as well as repeal legal liability protections for technology companies and create a commission to investigate election issues - two requests made by President Trump that's opposed by Democrats.More
stories from theweek.com Report : Forensic accounting specialists hired to assist ny attorney in Trump probe of $2,000 check are good police report shows nashville bomber girl warned he was building bombs in his RVAn attorney U.S. Army Special Forces sergeant arrested in what authorities called a seemingly random shooting at an
Illinois bowling alley that left three people dead told a preliminary hearing Monday that her client may suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder. Singaporean authorities arrested a man after returning to the city-state on Wednesday after he was arrested for spying for China in the United States, saying they would investigate whether he
posed a security threat. The Department of Homeland Security (ISD) will interview Yeo to determine whether he engaged in activities detrimental to Singapore's security, he said in a statement. NYPD officials say their review of security camera footage from the Arlo Hotel in SoHo made a difference. The New York Police Department has
announced that it will pursue charges against a woman who attacked Keyon Harrold Jr. after falsely accusing a teenager of stealing her iPhone. According to Rodney Harrison, the NYPD's chief of detectives, their review of security camera footage from the Arlo Hotel in SoHo made all the differences. This is the latest call by the
Conservatives to annul the results of november's electionA right air force has just signed up for a new flag exercise that combines large weapons and capabilities in a single event. As yellowish mud swirls in the waters of the Sai Buri River in Thailand, Sunisa Srisuwanno picks up a wooden frying pan with a cluster of shiny spots caught in
the center. That's 100 baht, she said, pointing to grains worth about $3.30 after just over 15 minutes of working with her gold panning partner, Boonsom Aeamprasert. With global gold prices near an all-time high, women are a rare bright spot for an economy hard hit by the collapse of tourism amid coronavirus travel restrictions. ARacial
Viral Video, and ReckoningIt's how the New York Times headlined his hit piece on a freshman's college for she said as a high school student. Mimi Groves was still a child when she said in a Snapchat recording: 'I can ride and then n-word - racist insults.' Jimmy Galligan, a semi-black student who graduated from Heritage High School in
Virginia this spring from Groves, obtained this video during their senior year. Per Galligan himself waited for Groves to be accepted and decided to enroll at the University of Tennessee-Knoxville to release the film - which went viral. The resulting firestorm led to a torrent of abuse and an ultimatum from the University of Tennessee to
Groves: withdraw voluntarily or have your adoption offer rescinded. Groves, who is white, chose this one and now attends courses at a local college rather than a dream school - counting. Should the first two lead to the third on the scale that Groves is facing now? Any reasonable person would say no. Even admitting the obvious - she
should not have used this slander in any context - there is little indication that she used it out of hatred for black people. In fact, the context seems clear: Groves said this casually, as hundreds of hip-hop songs do each year. This does not justify conduct which must be declared inadmissible. But this is an important distinction from the use
of slurry with animus, which of course was not her intention. There are many guilty of what happened. If Groves can be held accountable for the bad decision made in her mid-teens, surely Galligan could well be charged with intentionally trying to ruin the life of a classmate four years later - a worse crime at a more mature age. But
regardless of Galligan's guilt, institutions like the University of Tennessee and the New York Times are far more deserving of contempt than any of these Virginia teenagers. At university, cowardice won the day. Faced with calls on social media to rescind Groves' acceptance, administrators bent down under pressure from the vocal
minority, abandoning what was right to do what was most convenient. University officials found it easier to hang Groves to dry than to withstand an intense but brief storm. So that's what they did. Their decision had nothing to do with racial or other kinds of justice. They didn't care if Groves would feel comfortable on campus - the language
that once persuaded her to withdraw before giving her an ultimatum - and they didn't sincerely believe that black students on campus would be at risk if she signed up. The only thing that mattered to them was to escape the situation with as little effort and control as possible. Forget taking a stand and explaining why they wouldn't punish a
young woman for a mistake she made as a child. It was about controlling the damage. I wonder how many of us ultimately qualify for admission to the University of Tennessee we were kept in the same like Mimi Groves with our years of high school studies further. And in the Times, shameful disgraceful now known) behavior also won. To
signal galligan's approval of Galligan's behavior to readers without sincere support, Dan Levin, the author of the article, notes that Galligan made a decision that ricocheted across Leesburg, Va., a city named after the ancestor of Confederate General Robert E. Lee and whose school system fought for a desegregation order for more than
a decade after a landmark Supreme Court ruling. The absurd implications are that the name of the city groves and its opposition to integration more than 50 years ago justified its treatment. Levin adds that the story behind the backlash also reveals a more complex portrait of behavior that for generations went untested in schools in one of
the nation's wealthiest counties, where Black students said they had long been subjected to ridicule before going on to share stories of students who were forced to bear the horrific racist treatment by their classmates or even underground railroad games forced on them in a gym class. As crazy as these stories are, they describe people
guilty of much worse than Groves' crime. Trying to blurr the boundaries between her case and the more damning is contemptuous - or worse. Levin also records an anecdote from Galligan that helpfully illuminates how bad Galligan was: &gt; Mr. Galligan thinks a lot about race and the consequences of racial slurs. He said his father was
often the only white person at mothers' family gatherings, where the N-word is a term that is sometimes thrown by Black's relatives. A few years ago, he said that his father had said it out loud, prompting Mr. Galligan and his sister to quietly take him aside and explain that it was unacceptable even when he was joking. Just a few
paragraphs later:&gt; For his role, Mr. Galligan said he had no regrets. If I had never posted this video, nothing would have happened, he said. And since the internet never forgets, the clip will always be available to watch.&gt; &gt; I'm going to remind myself you started something, said with satisfaction. You taught someone a lesson.
Galligan calmly explained why using slander - even casually - is wrong. For Groves, he called a national opprobrium on her and her family and denied her the opportunity to attend her dream school. Those who are so merciless that they demand this retaliation, so cowardly to admit it, and so dishonest to justify it, are broken. Broken.
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